RESOLVE YOUR CRISES
OF MEANING WITH
COMPELLING CLARITY
SELF-MASTERY TRAINING for
POWER | TRUTH | AND JOY

Helping high achievers
resolve personal crises of
meaning for selfmastery
to have more — PURPOSE,
FULFILLMENT, AND HAPPINESS.

SELF-TRANSFORMATION
IS THE ULTIMATE
SUCCESS STRATEGY

Meet the Self-Mastery Seer —
Lynn Scheurell

WHAT IS A CRISIS OF MEANING?
Meaning is how we give life personal purpose. It is the
mindset that expresses how our soul speaks through
our being into our life expression. Meaning is our
ability to embody and express the bigness of who
we are in heart and spirit. When we feel our meaning, we are aligned with the most joyful expression of ourselves on every level—physically,
mentally, emotionally, spiritually, socially—
ready to soar our soul’s dominion. Meaning
gives context to life and explains why things
happen as they do through our personal perspective which, over time, becomes locked in as
paradigms or belief systems.
Meaning gives life purpose, animating and energizing daily activities and experiences. Meaning does
not have to be grandiose; instead, it can be simple
pleasures like making someone (including self) happy.
Whatever the meaning someone assigns to their life, it
becomes their identity and makes life worth living.
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U

nfortunately, many people reach their

A crisis of meaning can also be triggered by critical life

40’s, 50’s, or 60’s feeling disconnected

events, such as a significant illness, divorce, business

from their personal meaning. They float through their

or job shift, or other failure that link with loss. The

days following their routines—engaged, busy, produc-

sense of incoherence about life’s circumstances lead

tive, and active—without the dynamic creativity and

to questioning life’s purpose.

sense of fulfillment that comes with the certainty of

Viktor Frankl used the term ‘crisis of meaning’ in the

knowing their life matters.

book Man’s Search for Meaning; he was the founder of

A crisis of meaning means, by opposition, losing one’s

Logotherapy, which emphasizes finding and nurturing

bearings in life and no longer finding the meaning in

a sense of meaning in life. Frankl was a Holocaust

what they are doing or who they are being. It could be

survivor who credited his survival with the need to see

their old meaning no longer satisfies them or has

his wife again, a quest that gave meaning to his

become obsolete. For example, parents with empty

existence in the camp. He observed that other camp

nest syndrome need to find new meaning or people

victims who had no meaning beyond survival were the

who have become successful through hard work know

ones most likely to die. Throughout his time in the

how to strive but don’t know how to live with their

camp, he focused on seeing his wife again to get him

new level of success—it just isn’t what they thought

through the experience; upon release, he learned his

it would be. Or life’s circumstances are surfacing a gap

wife had not survived. That was his crisis of meaning

between where they are and where they know they

where he needed to find a new meaning to life so he

could be but they don’t know how to resolve (or some-

could keep going.

times identify) the patterns that keep them stuck.
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WHAT DOES A CRISIS OF MEANING LOOK LIKE TODAY?
There are many different forms of

Another client described

a crisis of meaning. For example,

it as his needs are

you might be feeling that you’ve

covered, his family is

been successful but don’t feel like

provided for, but some-

it or know what’s missing. You

thing

might think things are ok but know

there should be “more”

they could be great and don’t know

at this point. So a crisis

how to bridge that gap. Or you

of

might not understand why “this”

where you aren’t getting

keeps happening or why you can’t

the results you wanted

figure “it” out on your own.

or expected by now.

One of my clients said she “didn’t

There might be a strong compul-

If you feel there is a next level of

know what she was doing wrong.”

sion to fill the gap between where

success or greater happiness and

And that’s the thing—you’re not

you are and where you want to be

fulfillment waiting for you, you

doing it wrong! But it is an invita-

to feel the fullness of your success

might be experiencing a personal

tion to do something different to

more completely. Or maybe you’ve

crisis of meaning. And that’s where

feel the juice of life again.

lived “between the lines” but feel

my unique set of skills and gifts can

the fire to be / do / have “more.”

help—but more on that later.
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FALSE BELIEFS THAT PREVENT BECOMING
One of my core philosophies is that
everything happens for our growth.
And because I teach something
called “Entelechy,” growth can
often mean releasing what no
longer holds relevance for you
for next-level being-ness.
The word Entelechy was coined by Aristotle to
describe the potential of a thing becoming itself. In
other words, a kitten has the entelechy to become a
cat, or an acorn has the entelechy to become a tree.
I teach what I call Human Entelechy, which is the
process of becoming more of yourself by revealing
your inner truths, gifts, and personal meaning of life. By
teaching this process in various ways since 1998, I have
learned false beliefs are the surest prison guards against
new levels of success.
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F

ollowing is a list of false beliefs you may have, even unconsciously,

that have the power to keep you stuck, or small, as you are currently

experiencing (or you wouldn’t be reading this right now).

• You create your results based on current

• You don’t know how to interpret life with a

circumstances and what you think can / should
have vs. what is possible from your true,
expanded potential.

positive lens.

• You believe you are stuck with what you have at a
certain point in life, that you need to live the
consequences of your decisions, that you cannot
change / leave behind what you’ve created up
until now, that life is “good enough” even if it’s
not exactly what you want.

• You believe others’ opinions and judgements. You
are limited in creating fresh results by thinking
you are too old, by making “rational” decisions, or
by loyalty to your current career path.

• You believe it’s your job to take care of others’

• You believe change might cause your world to fall

expectations / maintain others’ comfort zones.

apart / let others down.

• You have low “having-ness,” meaning you don’t

• You believe somebody else has already done

allow yourself to truly have or enjoy what you’ve
worked so hard for, which is also known as
“insufficient reward syndrome.” (You’ve worked
so hard for so long without enough reward that it
has—literally—changed your brain chemistry.)

•

what you want to do so there’s no point to you
doing it now.

• You have to give your best without receiving in
kind.

• You are blind to your “distortions,” meaning you

You confuse challenges (to grow through) with
obstacles (that have the power to stop you).
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U

nfortunately, this list is not all-inclusive—

That said, it can be very difficult to have this kind of

you might have an exponential number of

self-honesty. Even more, even when you do, it can feel

permutations that are limiting what you think you can

like you are betraying everything you know and, if

have and are now causing a crisis of meaning on some

what you know now isn’t true, then there is a

level for you. It can be difficult to identify what’s

possibility that everything else you know could be

blocking your fulfillment and happiness because,

wrong too. And that is a tremendous risk to take on

often, these beliefs are created very early in life and

your own because you can get more unexpected

are such a part of you that you don’t recognize them

insights than you thought were there.

anymore. They are patterns of perception
that have become so ingrained that they are
now a rooted belief and determine how you

“There are many advantages to working with Lynn, but top of

experience life.

the list is her laser-like ability to ascertain how you and your
company can make immediate shifts in how you present

It is possible to find and shift them on your

yourself and interface with your customers to increase sales.

own; in this case, you typically find them

She rapidly helps you identify the SMALL things you can do to

through opposition. In other words, you feel

net BIG results. She also helps you cut through the self-

what you are feeling, then think through

imposed limitations that can get in the way. I know we never

what it would be like to experience the

mean to limit ourselves, but it is so hard to avoid playing to

opposite of the feeling you’re having, and

our comfort and convenience zones. Lynn by nature is a

then consider what must be true for you to

catalyst so you will find things happen fast, and for the good.”

believe anything other than the second,

~ Zohreh Yamin,
Owner of Management Consulting Firm

more positive, experience.
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oing further, if you don’t do something to interrupt your status
quo, then next year and the year after will look exactly the
same as this one.

• You will be in the same place with the same problems and same
kind / level of results.

• You will feel unfulfilled and still lack robust happiness and deep
contentment.

• You will feel you are leaving opportunities on the table.
• You will be passed over by others, meaning your peers
will pass you by in living a rich and rewarding life, and
your potential clients will never see your business
solutions as an answer to their problems and needs.

• You won’t have the position of influence or leadership
you want in life / business / industry.
I don’t want to berate that point because
already your mind is envisioning the
negative future from that perspective.
Instead, let’s consider new possibilities.
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RESOLVE TO EXPERIENCE YOUR ENTELECHY
By being proactive in resolving your crisis of meaning,

visualize it. See your life in full technicolor as you

you set yourself up for a different future. Here is a

imagine what it feels like to be fully participating in

short list of what success looks like when you are free

every aspect of your life—with your work, family,

from the past and fulfilled by fully living your present.

friends, leisure time, environments (office and home),

• Next year, you will have different problems to

vacations and more. You can do this daily to support
manifesting your vision.

solve, experience fresh results and enjoy new
happiness.

• Next year, you will have an enhanced, deeper
sense of fulfillment, fun, and freedom.

• Next year, you will find that new opportunities
and relationships/connections, and revenues
will predictably come your way.

• Next year, you will hold a position of influence
and/or authority previously (seemingly)
unattainable or vague.
You know more than anyone what life could be like
when you can feel the richness of your being
throughout your life. It can be amazingly therapeutic
to give yourself eleven minutes to close your eyes and
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M

y clients report that, after working

• Stuck or stagnant to flowing with dynamic

with me for compelling clarity, they

creativity through life circumstances.

went from:

Even more, others perceive them differently as a

• Doing good to being and feeling great.
• Confused to clear.
• Insightful to impactful.
• Frustrated to free.

result of our work together. Others see my clients as:

• More centered, grounded, powerful, and
insightful.

• Happier and more free (which is magnetically
attractive); more flexible, adaptive, and
resilient.

• More authentic and real (no distortions); living

“Lynn is an exceptional coach and human

on purpose and able to articulate it.

being. She is amazingly creative, caring, bold

• Having greater capacity to support others in

and focused. She has multiple gifts and she

living their authentic truths (even if only
through inspiration).

integrates them all in favor of her clients. I
recommend her above any other coach I have
ever had for her expertise, wisdom, creativity,

Altogether, a crisis of meaning can be the key to living

and human quality.”

a better, richer, more rewarding future… when you
resolve it the right way.

~ Luz Mara Sande Waite,
Executive Coach
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MY FIRST PERSONAL CRISIS OF MEANING
When I was about seventeen, I had my

(including for the military, but

around those words—they felt

first crisis of meaning. What was I

that’s another story).

RIGHT. In that moment, I under-

supposed to study? What degree
should I get? What was I supposed to
do with my life? I talked to guidance
counselors, teachers, parents, store
clerks,

librarians

and

anybody

standing still who might have an idea
for me. I took multiple aptitude tests
to find out what I was good at

Despite all my searching, I did
not get any answers that felt

actualize potential.

right. It was frustrating. From my

Over the course of my life, that

perspective, I was determining

proved to be where I am most com-

the course of the rest of my life

fortable—in being a catalyst for

and I wanted to do it right.

transformation through compelling

One morning while in bed
between sleep and waking, I
heard a voice. Nobody was there
with

me — but

distinctly

heard

I
a

voice. It said, “actualize
potential.” What? I sat
up to sort it out. The only
clarity I had was a feeling

State of Becoming - Prospectus
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clarity. It started with friends and
spread to acquaintances, then to
people I would meet standing in
lines, and then to colleagues. I
found I had a talent for insight
when it came to seeing current circumstances and identifying possibilities from it, then how to turn
them into reality.
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P

rofessionally, I had a variety of jobs—

As we worked together, they would ask me to turn

everything from to ballroom dance

my clarity into different forms to compress their

instructor to restaurant manager to physician

learning curve—a thought leadership platform, a

recruiter to temp agency manager—along with my

book, narrative copy they could use in marketing.

own business born from people insisting they pay

The end result was getting out of confusion,

me for my clarity.

overwhelm and dissatisfaction; however,

Eventually, I formalized that skills set and

I never really knew what would come out

experience into a consultancy of sorts, working

of our work together because that would

with entrepreneurs and business owners

reveal through working the energy. So this

through various aspects of business-

work is less about my process and more

building. I became known for helping

about what’s happening for my clients—
and maybe for you.

my clients accelerate their outcomes
through a variety of tools, and more

I’ve been honing the skills needed to guide

significantly, compelling clarity.

transformation and support self-mastery

My clients have always said I bring an energy that

through compelling clarity for decades. Even

infuses them with inspiration, and a perspective they

more, I was born for it. I am a catalyst, an
accelerator, a teacher… a transformationalist.

couldn’t see on their own. I love that.
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WHAT IF…
What if you knew the answers to the questions that

In the words of others who have experienced working

underlie your current circumstances and how you feel

with me…

about them…?

“I greatly appreciated your time and attention
when we met. You have an amazing ability to
create a connection with your audience. I noticed
you absorb information quickly and have an
excellent ability to listen as well as seek to
understand. I also felt compelled to overshare,
which is so rare for me and speaks to your skills as
an intuitive. The feedback you provided on my
website was most valuable. You not only offered
me constructive criticism, but also quickly identified
the root cause of why my marketing is not
converting—my lack of authenticity, which is
holding me back. I see great value in your coaching
skills.”

• Who am I here to be?
• Where am I out of alignment? (Why don’t I feel
fulfilled?)

• How can I be happier / have more freedom?
• Why am I not getting the results I want / expect?
My work helps you answer these questions. In the
largest sense, the greater truth is there
is a more profound level of your inner
potential just waiting to be tapped
for your happiness and fulfillment
now.

~ Veronica Acevedo,
Feng Shui Expert
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“As I began navigating the next Chapter for my
career, she was actively involved with recommendations and challenged me to think “outside the box.”
Literally, six months later I am now a Best Selling
Author.”

“In the billion-dollar plus business consulting
industry, “experts” abound, and yet few of these
gurus have what it takes to truly make a long
lasting or permanent change in their client’s lives
and work. Lynn’s understated manner and quiet
confidence do not do justice to her passion in
helping people realize their goals. She is a
powerhouse of knowledge and useful information
that she puts to work immediately. Lynn rises above
the crowd in all areas. She truly lives what she
teaches. She is practical, level-headed, honest,
organized and committed. She goes beyond the
expected, creating new ideas and new ways to
implement them beyond what she promises. She is a
true catalyst who takes a person’s creative idea or
talent and makes positive results happen.”

~ Sandra Spurgeon,
Trial Attorney

“I expected to learn a few things to apply to my
business to help me make some changes; what I
received was so much more than that! Lynn is truly
amazing. She helped me to see small and large
changes that would make my business so much
more effective. She used her intuition to say things
in just the right way. She used her delightful loving
presence to make me feel comfortable with every
moment of our session. Working with her was a
total pleasure and I learned more than I could have
ever imagined. Lynn has changed my whole life and
I highly recommend her and the amazing work that
she does. Invest in Lynn Scheurell if you are ready to
take your whole life to a higher level!”

~ Bradley James,
Composer

~ Barbara Grace,
Divine Healer
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“Lynn is the most talented coach I have ever met.
Many people claim they are mentors, but very few
walk their talk and live their work, especially with
the level of integrity and authenticity that Lynn
does. Her listening skills are second to none; this
coupled with her kind heart and savvy life skills
makes her the one you want in your corner. With
every session, I became not only crystal clear with
my action plan, but I knew exactly what needed to
be done! Lynn mentors with heart and her head. She
gives a bit of theory and a LOT of practical
application so you not only get the why, you get the
how—and that is a VERY rare combination in this
world.”

“Lynn, I have to say you are so the g-word—“guru.”
As I see it, you use your light to help illuminate the
light within others and you meet them where they
are to do so, even when their bulbs are dim! But all
of us can shine bright—we just get covered with the
dust of life and we need our catalyst (aka g-word)
{def: guru} to help us sweep it off. Thank you for
helping me change my life.
~ Michelle Newbon,
Content Producer

~ Viki Viertel,
Entrepreneur

“I’ll forever be grateful and remember the day I
declared myself an artist. Thanks for helping me
discover the artist within—that was the best-ever
3-day intense coaching “business plan” that never
happened! Lol!!!
~ Jacque Weiss,
Whimsy Artist
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“As the saying goes (paraphrased by Maslow, I
believe), if the only tool in your toolbox is a
hammer, everything looks like a nail. Which is 180
degrees from what you do. You have a full tool box
and choose the appropriate tool for the job… and
you change tools when necessary, as many times as
it takes, as the nail turns into a screw becomes a
staple. In general, people cannot even begin to
comprehend what you actually do in following
someone’s energy and dancing with them, because
it is so far outside the realm of the familiar and not
even on people’s radar as possible. What you offer
is vastly different… despite plenty of searching and
hearing some similar, or even identical words,
people don’t get what you offer… empowerment,
feeling heard and responded to, not talked to or
given advice or suggestions. You mirror one’s
highest self, one’s best unshrouded energy around a
topic so a person can grow. And the only way you
can do that is to be ego-less and allow someone to
see Source through you and to feel it in oneself. And
the person is forever changed and charged, and
differently responsible for oneself, regardless of
what s/he chooses to do with the experience and

State of Becoming - Prospectus

shift afterward. There isn’t a product in the world
that does that. Another big difference about what
you do is that you teach from where your “student”
is, not from where you are. You rock. You are
amazing. I am so, so, so honored to be here with you
in this physical time and space experience. Namaste,
in the truest, most non-cliche sense of that word.”
~ Carrie Mayes,
Chiropractor
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THIS IS HOW WE WORK TOGETHER
I help successful achievers resolve

I honestly do not know what it will

need a proverbial key to access that

personal crises of meaning that

take for you to feel the incredible

insight for new momentum, upgrad-

occur once they’ve “made it” so they

fullness of your being or experience

ing who you thought you were to

can have “more” (meaning purpose,

greater life happiness and satisfac-

who you are, and unleashing your

fulfillment, and happiness). Another

tion by resolving your crisis of mean-

potential for next-level success. Our

outcome of our work together is

ing. But I know you do—you just

work together can be that key.

actualizing their next-level success
based on previously untapped inner
resources and newly surfaced truth.
I do this by teaching metaphysical
literacy for compelling clarity, transformation, and self-mastery. We
look for patterns so we can decode
them together.
By releasing the non-supportive
blocks, barriers, and paradigms, my
clients reach new and often
unexpected vistas of achievement
on multiple levels both personally
and professionally.
State of Becoming - Prospectus
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T

he truth of who you are will not tolerate being

overwhelmed, side-lined, or distracted from

your most amazing life. Challenges activate your
potential so you can have more freedom. This moment
of personal crisis of meaning is both your challenge
and your invitation to grow beyond your comfort zone
through compelling clarity.
When it feels right for us to work together, know I am
a translator for the messages you’re already receiving.
You have the answers but they are not clear to you; I
am a clarifier without attachment or judgement to
your circumstances or final decisions. That means we
will have a lot of meaningful dialogue without a
cookie-cutter agenda. Our only intention is to help you
transcend to the success you really want through
purposeful clarity and positive action.
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T

he most effective format is

best for you. My goal is to make it

to go all-in for an in-person

easy for you to have the success you

2.5-day Sanctuary experience with

want in a short period of time.

me. There are other options, of

Here’s a sample of what you’ll get…

course; however, this kind of

I get to know you and your defini-

immersion into your energy typi-

tion of success through an in-depth

cally gets accelerated results for

60–90 minute session that clarifies

my clients.

your vision and distills our focus for

Ideally, you will travel so we can

your Sanctuary experience. You will

meet in-person and get out of your

leave Sanctuary with crystallized

typical routine; however, we can do

insight, an action plan, and likely a

this experience virtually as well. My

feeling of personal transformation

energy and messages. For me, this

clients have come from all over the

(which some describe as feeling

is the ‘taught’ teachings day where

world, including Denmark, Sweden,

lighter or freer than when they

we cover principles and metaphysi-

France, India, Mexico, and through-

arrived).

cal teachings as applied to your cur-

out the United States. Often my

Next is the Sanctuary experience,

rent circumstances. It is common

clients like to do Friday evening

which is an evening spent focusing

for a lot of emotional energy to sur-

through Sunday afternoon but that

on our outcomes, then a day of

face and connect the proverbial

is flexible, depending on what works

exploring and interpreting your

dots of different experiences.

State of Becoming - Prospectus
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F

or example, one client who had a real issue with

new income strategy, a list of priority conversations

details realized she had been criticized heavily

that need to be had, a new business commitment or

in her childhood for missing details. Another client

something unknown until it happens. This is when we

realized that downplaying his public persona started

bring it all together as your next-level foundation for

when school kids made fun of him for being different.

personal mastery.

The very thing that was his edge for success was the

Some of my clients have reported that so much

thing he most limited out of fear of ridicule. Another

happened during Sanctuary it took a few weeks,

client wanted to become a thought leader but did not

months or even years for the full impact to unfold. It’s

realize the value of her experiences as a story, one that

common for client to return home, get rolling with

eventually became a best-selling book; even more, she

fresh action, and find themselves inundated with

started negotiations for the film rights as well.

unexpected wonderful opportunities and invitations

The final day, or ‘caught’ teachings day where we surf

as a result of their revitalized energy. In the case of

the energy now present, is when we clarify next action

the would-be author, she got invited to be a keynote

steps relevant to our initial outcomes and what we

speaker about the book on her flight home! Things can

learned during the previous 1.5 days. That might be a

change very quickly where there is new perception

business or marketing plan, the outline of a book, a

and an opening to receive new connections.

State of Becoming - Prospectus
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F

inally, we have an integration session that takes

The most common thing I hear from my clients is their

place a few weeks after you’ve returned to your

lives are forever changed in the best possible ways

normal environment. During this session, we cover

after a Sanctuary experience. They have, in some way,

what has come up since Sanctuary—obstacles, loose

glimpsed the power of who they are with unrelenting

ends, endings, ideas, or questions. We can also explore

clarity. As a result, things are different going

on-going collaboration if that feels supportive.

forward—there is just no other option. They have
greater purpose, accelerated results, and feel a

So what happens when Sanctuary is complete? That is

greater sense of fulfillment.

entirely up to you. My life purpose is to be available to
help make connections, solve challenges, inspire new
insights, and support focused action through
compelling clarity. We can talk about what it looks like

Now is the only time and place where
you can actively participate in personal
awareness and the positive change
choices that shape your life. By honoring
what is ‘right’ for you, you create a
dynamic that opens your most important
asset—your life force energy.

to work together at that point. This is not to be
mysterious!!!! Rather, this is my commitment to
allowing the energy to guide action in the moment. I
do not have a big-box cookie-cutter program because
each person has unique combinations of events,
circumstances, beliefs, fears, opportunities, growth
paths, and more. I simply don’t know what you will
want or need until we get to that point.

State of Becoming - Prospectus
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YOUR INVESTMENT
Too often, the most important
things in life defer to the more
urgent things in life. As in, your happiness pales when compared to getting through daily priorities like
getting food on the table or getting
the car in for service. And yet, when
people are interviewed on their
deathbed, they say their regrets are
of not living their fullest life.
So is focusing on your personal
transformation to increase your
sense of being urgent? Maybe not.
But is it the key to living a richer and
more rewarding life that feels worth
living? Absolutely. What is the price
of personal transformation to live
your best life? My answer to you is
that it’s relative—and it doesn’t
really matter when you feel the pull
toward something better.
State of Becoming - Prospectus

My philosophy is that we get hung
up on money because it now holds
the equivalent meaning of life
today; that is, without money, it’s
hard to survive in the western
world. And yet, every person I’ve
ever asked has said that they have
always had the resources for what
they wanted when they needed it.
By virtue of being here now, every
person has—somehow—had the
resources needed to make it
another day, then another day.
Money is an energy. (In fact, I wrote
a book on the metaphysical meaning of money… but I digress.)
The point is that the more money a
person has, the less value it usually
holds. Living a rich life is not about
money but about being in a reward-
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ing experience. In the absence of
feeling life as rewarding and meaningful, it’s hard to feel successful
much less engaged with dynamic
creative energy that is our natural
birthright.
Many high-achievers reach a point
of burn-out and their lives reflect
that in relationships, lifestyle,
physicality, and chosen work. Or
they have “made it” but it doesn’t
feel like they thought it would… or
they don’t know why they aren’t
making it the way they expected.
Any of those experiences can feel
constrictive and devoid of light
(which is how I see positive life
force energy). And each is a form of
a personal crisis of meaning.
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A

t this point, you have four

TWO: Do what you can on
your own.

THREE: Work with a coach.

There are times when “do it

in helping you get to new levels of

ONE: Do nothing different.

yourself” is not a good approach,

performance. However, this is not a

We have already covered the cost

especially when you are both the

performance-to-be-honed

of not doing something different—

object and the subject of your

Coaches can be an incredible

essentially, your tomorrow, your

learning process. Just like an

resource… however, their focus is

next year, your next decade will

eyeball cannot see itself, it will

usually on a particular technique or

look fundamentally the same as

likely be very difficult for you to see

strategy vs. reading your energy

today. We also considered how

your own patterns. By now, they

field to gain relevant metaphysical

your experience could change by

are so intrinsic to your way of being

insight. Even more, coaches tend to

taking new action. The question

that it is like they are part of your

specialize and often haven’t had a

becomes: “What’s the best possible

anatomy. All the books, videos,

broad field of experience from

thing that can come out of this if

seminars, and self-teaching tools

which to draw clarity. While you

you say ‘yes’?” If the answer is

will bring you some new insight but

may find a coach you resonate with,

you’re going to shift your focus and

it will take a long time and you may

if the stuck or stagnant energy or

keep getting what you want, what’s

not ever be able to be objective

Belief System (B.S.) is lurking, their

holding you back?

enough to see your deepest

ability to help you resolve your

potential through your “invitations

personal crisis of meaning will be

to growth” (aka, challenges).

limited.

options available to you.
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Coaches are, by definition, experts

issue.
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FOUR: Work with Lynn.

We’ll talk through your vision of what you want for

Join Lynn in your personal Sanctuary experience to

your life, where your untapped potential might be

collaborate on achieving your next-level success

hiding, and explore our potential fit in working

through compelling clarity gained through metaphys-

together. Naturally, there is no obligation to move

ical insight and practical action. Your vision and expe-

forward in any way beyond this conversation.

rience will be the only agenda. You will have a

However, if it feels right, we’ll obviously talk through

completely unique experience designed only for you.

options.

While we don’t know what it looks like until we create
it together, it will be what is needed to support you in
transforming, reinventing, and revitalizing your life so

As you operate from a place of
deep inner strength and clarity,
you engage the universal law of
cause and effect. You cannot help
but create profoundly powerful
results in your life… it is the only
possible outcome.

you have “more.”
What now? Determine whether it’s worth 20-ish
minutes of your time to have a discovery conversation
with Lynn, then book it at:
https://calendly.com/savvyx/15min
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I

n any case, make a decision and then make the
decision right. Align your energy with what you

have decided to do. If you’ve read this far, something
is pulling you for shift so make a decision to either stay
as-is or go for your next level. If you don’t move forward, great! Then enjoy what “is” today and every day
after.
And if you feel the importance of doing something
different to be more present in your life going
forward, book the call. Either way, decide one way or
the other so you can move on with either path you
choose… either way will be better than staying stuck
in not taking action but wanting something different.
Here’s to upleveling your success through selftransformation and compelling clarity in a unique,
engaging way that will sing to your soul.
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ABOUT THE STATE OF BECOMING

T

he State of Becoming is devoted to
helping high achievers use compelling

clarity for self-transformation based on entelechy,
or revealing essential potential, so they can
experience “more”—purpose, fulfillment, and
happiness.
Lynn Scheurell teaches intuitive literacy,
metaphysical meaning, and shifts of perception
for more rewarding life experiences.
TheStateofBecoming.com
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